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                                 Monarch butterfly 
  Hi my name is inch. My mother left me 
when I was a little egg on a bright green 
leaf, but I'm not sad I know that one day I 
can become something amazing. Every 
days the same eat, sleep, and grow. One day I was feeling sleepy 
and decided to make myself a cozy silk bed (chrysalis) on a big 
brown branch.  

   I woke up a few days later stretched my legs and broke out of 
my cocoon. I fell straight to the floor but landed on my feet. I 
looked down and seen I only had 6 legs! I looked way up at my 
branch and thought how was I going to get back up there? I 
took a deep breath and looked to my left then to my right and 
seen these amazing wings bright beautiful orange and black. 
Could this really be me?  
    
  I can't believe my eyes. When I was in my cocoon I must've 
transformed into a butterfly. I flapped my wings which were 
still a little stiff and lifted up a little. I must keep trying being 



on the ground looks scary I need to get back up to my branch. I 
flapped my wings again harder and harder up and up I went.  

    Everything is different, the sights the smells it's like I'm a 
different person but the same. I got to the top of my branch 
and I can see so many flowers. I flew to a beautiful pink flower 
and it smelled so nice. Instead of eating leaves all day now I'm 
drinking sweet sweet nectar.  
  
  I went from a tiny caterpillar moving slow eating all day 
only to see green leaves ahead of me. Now since I am a 
beautiful butterfly I can fly its like I'm free I can feel the wind 
in my wings I can soar and I can see this beautiful world. I 
knew one day I would become something amazing. 
   
    
    

   


